In vivo-in vitro correlations: predicting pulmonary drug deposition from pharmaceutical aerosols.
In order to answer the question "what research remains to be done?" we review the current state of the art in pharmaceutical aerosol deposition modeling and explore possible in vivo- in vitro correlations (IVIVC) linking drug deposition in the human lung to predictions made using in vitro physical airway models and in silico computer models. The use of physical replicas of portions of the respiratory tract is considered, alongside the advantages and disadvantages of the different imaging methods used to obtain their dimensions. The use of airway replicas to determine drug deposition in vitro is discussed and compared with the predictions from different empirical curve fits to long-standing in vivo deposition data for monodisperse aerosols. The use of improved computational models and three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to predict aerosol deposition within the respiratory tract is examined. CFD's ability to predict both drug deposition from pharmaceutical aerosol sprays and powder behavior in dry powder inhalers is examined; both were highlighted as important areas for future research. Although the authors note the abilities of current in vitro and in silico methods to predict in vivo data, a number of limitations remain. These include our present inability to either image or replicate all but the most proximal airways in sufficient spatial and temporal detail to allow full capture of the fluid and aerosol mechanics in these regions. In addition, the highly complex microscale behavior of aerosols within inhalers and the respiratory tract places extreme computational demands on in silico methods. When the complexity of variations in respiratory tract geometry is associated with additional factors such as breathing pattern, age, disease state, postural position, and patient-device interaction are all considered, it is clear that further research is required before the prediction of all aspects of inhaled pharmaceutical aerosol deposition is possible.